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Fifty years ago, after the fall of Stalinism, sociology returned toUniversity of Warsaw.
Sociology section was opened at Philosophy Department in 1957: a group of sociology
chairs was established and research work began as did the admission of students; in
1968, the Sociological Section was transformed into the Institute of Sociology.
This anniversary volume, published by the Institute of Sociology, has united into an
organised whole some chapters of the history of sociology at University of Warsaw
through the 20th century. These texts read of institutions and people, of ideas,
researches and books, and are often “personal documents.” The volume contains
works by many authors, from several generations and different circles, and these
diverse pages compose a history full of life, enabling the reader to look at sociology
from many perspectives.
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Elżbieta Hałas

Konwersja
Perspektywa socjologiczna
[Conversion. Sociological Perspective]
Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe SCHOLAR,
2007, pp. 215.
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In her book, Elżbieta Hałas proposes a sociological perspective of researching conversion as commitment to religious and social movements. She presents this perspective
against a backdrop of theological, philosophical, historical and psychological approaches. She demonstrates the lasting motif of conversion in culture and its diverse
manifestations. The author introduces an original concept of collective conversion
as symbolic collective action, examining its community dimension, rhetoric and rituals. The classical and contemporary sociological theories of conversion are analysed.
The author presents the interactional processes of commitment to social movements,
transforming systems of meanings, methods of group activity and its members—the
shaping of collective identities and self transformation. She shows the interrelation
between individual experiences and joint actions in communities, organisations and
social movements.
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